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University of Minnesota, Morris 
Campus Assembly Minutes 
April 28, 1997 
The Campus Assembly met on Monday, April 28, 1997 at 4 pm in the Science Auditorium. Bert 
Ahern, Vice-Chair of the Executive Committee, chaired the meeting in David Johnson's absence. 
Jack Imholte served as Parliamentarian. 
I. Roger Mccannon announced plans for a campus-wide flood clean-up response effort The 
Cougar bus will carry up to 45 volunteers to Breckenridge on May 1 and 8. Public health 
nursing will provide free tetanus shots on campus on Wednesday, April 30. Staff may take up to 
sixteen hours of work time for volunteer efforts; student and faculty should work out their class 
commitments in order to participate. 
II. Bert Ahem reviewed the process by which material for the May 12, 1997 Assembly meeting 
will be distributed. The General Education/Common Experience proposal will be emailed to the 
campus. All proposed amendments must be submitted in writing by noon on Friday, May 2. 
The Executive Committee will compile the material and distribute a hard copy agenda shortly 
thereafter. Elections will also be on the May 12 agenda. 
• 
ID. As the Assembly moved on to consideration of the slate of candidates for Scholars of the 
College, Ahem reminded the Assembly that only faculty are eligible to vote on this item. Nat 
Hart expressed appreciation for the information provided on the candidates and Bert Ahern 
thanked Arden Granger for compiling it He also shared Mimi Frenier's concern that only 25% 
of the candidates are female despite UMM having a student body that is over 50% female. 
Elizabeth Blake added that some disciplines seem more active in nominating their students than 
others and encouraged all disciplines to rigorously consider candidates. Ford Brown wondered 
whether the disproportionate representations were a trend or only prevalent this year. The slate 
of the following candidates passed by vocal vote: Joel Anderson, Andy Bobst, Chad Dolly, Lisa • 
Hollermann, Ryan James, Robert Kess, Jason Kohler, Megan Mahn, Karl Manske, Kelly 
Murphy, Kristopher Nelson, Kristian Roth, Jessica Schomberg, Randall Smith, Keith Vertanen, 
Craig Wilcox. 
IV. The Assembly reviewed the amended committee reduction proposal which has been reduced 
to four items. Ahern stressed that committees are for making policy, not overseeing 
implementation, and need to keep their agenda meaningful. 
Ferolyn Angell, identifying her alignment with the Disability Services user group concept, asked 
who decides which Assembly (Big 5) committee a user group reports to and what that 
committee's involvement with a user group would be. Ahern explained that the Executive 
Committee would determine reporting routes if the user group were a governance group. 
Tap Payne expressed concern about folding the Ford Grant Committee into the Curriculum 
Committee via an International Programs link when the funding from the Ford Foundation was 
granted based on specific personnel. Ahern stressed that the Executive Committee's concern is 
for groups forming when others already exist to do that work and administration (of a grant) 
shouldn't be confused with governance. 
Payne proposed an amendment to remove the Ford Grant Committee (FGC) from item B and 
was seconded by Eric Klinger. Discussion followed. 
Klinger suggested that the committees mentioned in item B are administrative committees and 
are more appropriately tied to administrative offices than to Assembly committees. Payne • 
mentioned the different staffing ratios of the FGC and the International Programs Committee 
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(IPC) and suggested that the higher percentage of faculty on the FGC was appropriate, making 
folding into the IPC a disadvantage. 
Bart Finzel suggested that the language of the proposal was broader and therefore more flexible 
than was being perceived and stressed the need to make accountable those "hidden" committees 
who are functioning autonomously of the Assembly. Jeff Ratliff-Crain asked whether the item B 
committees would simply become subcommittees of Assembly committees. Finzel replied that 
the proposal sought accountability, not control. Ahern again stressed that faculty shouldn't be 
doing administrative work but policy shouldn't by-pass the Assembly. Margaret Kuchenreuther 
noted that the proposal does use the word "eliminated" and the FGC should not be eliminated. 
Jennifred Nellis suggested that the FGC become a subcommittee of the IPC and Eric Klinger 
asked why bother eliminating a committee at all if it would just continue as a subcommittee. 
Cathleen Brannen added that the FGC cannot be eliminated if the grant is to continue. Tom 
Johnson moved the question and the amendment to remove the FGC from item B passed by 
vocal vote. 
Eric Klinger then moved to eliminate item B from the proposal and refer it back to the Executive 
Committee. Fred Farrell seconded the motion, which passed by vocal vote. Discussion of the 
rest of the proposal followed. 
Farrell asked about the purpose of item A, expressing a concern for limiting the flow of 
information among smaller disciplines (given the confidentiality of search material). Bryan 
Vickstrom expressed concern about the possibility of students being underrepresented. Loren 
Gustafson pointed out that the item recommends smaller search committees but does not require 
downsizing. Klinger requested a friendly amendment of the words "as a guideline" after "we 
recommend" and was not opposed by any members of the Executive Committee. 
Ferolyn Angell asked why item D suggested that the Executive Committee review new 
committees. Bert Ahem answered that it would permit tracking of workload. Nellis added that it 
would permit the Executive Committee to prevent the creation of redundant new committees. 
Ahern added that the Executive Committee only staffs constitutional committees. 
Concerning item C discussing user groups, Greg Thorson expressed concern that the process 
being proposed would lead to a loss of specialization. Jeff Ratliff-Crain added that it led to 
accountability but did not necessary lead to reduction. 
The vocal vote led to a request for a division of the house. The proposal passed as amended by a 
vote of 44 ayes, 17 nays and 9 abstentions. 
There was no further business and the Assembly adjourned at 5:30 pm. 
Rebecca Webb 
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